[Does computer-aided navigation of endonasal sinus surgery improve process quality and outcome quality?].
Ever since navigation technology was introduced into endonasal surgery, its impact on process and result of surgery has been debated. In this respect, factors of investment costs and additional costs for time exposure will be discussed as well. In a retrospective analysis of quality assurance, the results of endonasal surgery by surgeons of different experience in 56 patients were evaluated. Preparation time, preoperative setup time as well as time of actual surgery were analysed and compared with possible indications for navigation. From our analysis a classification resulted dividing the indications for navigation into the following four different categories: redundant, reasonable, helpful, necessary. Navigation was redundant when it was dispensable and did not result in a clear improvement of process or outcome quality. Navigation has been proved reasonable when it helped to obtain additional information for improving process quality. It was considered helpful when the information obtained by navigation had an influence at least on the course and/or result of surgery. Navigation was necessary from the surgeon's point of view when the intervention in regard to the benefit-risk-ratio could not be justified without navigation, or only intraoperative slice imaging would allow surgery. Not only redundant, but also facultative and obligatory indications for navigation in endonasal surgery result from careful consideration of the risk-benefit-cost ratio. In standardized endonasal sinus surgery, like infundibulotomy or ethmoidectomy, however, navigation can be a hindrance to process quality and does not result in any advantage for outcome quality.